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He performs to his best in the well shot action
sequencesPlayShare:{"id":41487,"type":"1","name":"Return Of Ghajini (Hindi
Dubbed)","description":"Aaru in this movie aarumugam, nicknamed aaru (surya sivakumar), is a thug
and dealmaker with a band of boys handpicked from the slums of chennaiAt the same time, a
mysterious and beautiful woman, Beatriz (Martina Klein) enlists the help of Red Eagle to rescue his
father, who is locked in a castle inaccessibleIn the film, Bansal's son Varun is accused of killing a
man whereas in real life, one of Ambani's sons was also accused of killing a civilian in a car crash,
which was subsequently suppressed by his father, who is also the richest man in IndiaDuring a
chance meeting with shweta (charmi singh) he falls in love with her13 deaf children thus get
stranded in the wilderness of higher Himalayas with their instructor unconcious and fighting for
lifeLater that night, the spirit attacks the owner who then falls and goes into a coma

By chance Vinod and Sudhir find out that Tarneja has murdered
D'Mello.PlayShare:{"id":47577,"type":"1","name":"Jaane Bhi Do Yaaro","description":"Two friends,
attempting to start-up their own photo studio, come across shady dealings, corruption and murder,
and must fight to bring the guilty to light.","seokey":"movies/watch-jaane-bhi-do-yaaro-online","key":
"YS279L","m":true,"itemtext":"","genre":"Comedy","mediatype":"1","language":"Hindi","userstatus":"
0","cliprights":"1","releasedate":"12 Aug
1983","showepisodeno":0,"seasonnumber":null,"duration":"1:53:00","castdata":"Bhakti Barve,
Naseeruddin Shah, Ravi Baswani, Satish Shah"}Allah Ke Bandey Hindi Action2:03:38Allah Ke
BandeyHindi ActionDuration: 2:03:38Children of the divine or allah ke banday is directed by farouque
kabir and produced by ravi waliaIt showed the need for revolutionising Indian politics and the
involvement of youthIt boasts of some spectacular performances by Sanjeev Kumar and Suchitra
SenKunal impulsively decides to help him but soon comes to know that Raghu might have been a
savior for him but is actually a killerThe contract is finally awarded to a third personAt a graveyard
somewhere close to the temple a group of tantric practitioners capitalise on the Amman being made
dormant to awaken evil spirits for black magic purposesSee the mind blowing fact and a social
message that focuses on a girl victim of
infanticide.PlayShare:{"id":37667,"type":"1","name":"Haunted Child","description":"Tanya comes
from small town to big city to become a modellove for all of us 'children of the
divine'.PlayShare:{"id":37597,"type":"1","name":"Allah Ke Bandey","description":"Children of the
divine or allah ke banday is directed by farouque kabir and produced by ravi waliaCheck out the
video to know more.rn","seokey":"bollywood-news-gossip/watch-leonardo-dicaprio-shocking-car-acci
dent-caught-on-camera-online","key":"YSPR9L","m":true,"itemtext":"","genre":"Entertainment","medi
atype":"11","language":"Hindi","userstatus":"0","cliprights":"1","releasedate":"27 Jul
2016","showepisodeno":null,"seasonnumber":null,"duration":"02:21","castdata":"Leonardo
DiCaprio"}%resumetext%Katrina Kaifs Hot Kiss With Sidharth MalhotraHindi
Entertainment01:00{"id":49127,"type":"11","name":"Katrina Kaifs Hot Kiss With Sidharth
Malhotra","description":"Katrina Kaifs Hot Kiss With Sidharth Malhotra

It is interesting to note that many of them are based on the ills of politics, corruption and scamsfrom
delivering drugs for the mafia to looting people, the two aspire to assert their position in this world of
crimeApart from the story of action and politics, Masterpiece also portrays a unique love story
between Yash & Shanvi Srivastava as YuvaNisha.PlayShare:{"id":49191,"type":"1","name":"MASTERPIECE - Hindi
dubbed","description":"Masterpiece is a simple story of a local riotous hero Yuva (Yash)plus, you get
to see eric balfourTo advance its ambition he enters a game show hoping to win a cash prize with
which he can make his own music albumDevadas arrives as well, in disguise as his father, Sandhu
Bondu Naadimuthu who was a doctor and had contact with the land
owners.PlayShare:{"id":49195,"type":"1","name":"Rajmahal 2","description":"The movie starts with
the Amman statue that was guarding the village from evil spirits and negative energy being moved
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into an underground room.","seokey":"movies/watchrajmahal-2-online","key":"YSis9L","m":false,"itemtext":"","genre":"Drama, Thriller,
Horror","mediatype":"1","language":"Hindi","userstatus":"0","cliprights":"1","releasedate":"29 Jan
2016","showepisodeno":null,"seasonnumber":null,"duration":"1:55:14"}Chandrakala Telugu Drama,
Horror2:24:20ChandrakalaTelugu Drama, HorrorDuration: 2:24:20The film begins in a village and in a
huge palatial house that has been shut down for five years

Once he manages to get Soorie, a dangerous goon, arrestedThe Kamasutra is an ancient Indian text
widely considered the standard work on human sexual behaviour in Sanskrit literature written by
Vatsyayana'Mera Farz' is the story of a godfearing priest, Shiva who is forced by circumstances to
become a baddieA rich couple visit that orphanage and wanted to adapt one of these two
guysSlightly misjudgement and negligence drops Hima off the chiff and soon her injuries starts to
get worsened and she ends up unconcious and immobileIt is a romantic comedy entertainer

Why was the promise
broken?PlayShare:{"id":26527,"type":"1","name":"Alone","description":"Conjoined at birth, Anjana
and Sanjana were twin sisters who lived by one promise made to each other -.","seokey":"movies/wa
tch-alone-2015-online","key":"YX8OUk","m":true,"itemtext":"","genre":"Horror","mediatype":"1","lan
guage":"Hindi","userstatus":"0","cliprights":"1","releasedate":"16 Jan
2015","showepisodeno":0,"seasonnumber":null,"duration":"2:10:12"}Chase Hindi
Action1:39:35ChaseHindi ActionDuration: 1:39:35DIG Ranveer Tyagi (Rajesh Khattar) involves
inspector Siddharth Sharma (Sameer Kochhar) to chase photographer Sohail Ansari (Anuj Saxena)
who has fled after recording the murder committed by a renowned industrialist Anil Khanna (Aditya
Raj)How he finds his destination is the journey of this filmVideos Photos VideosPhotos3.0YamanRate
NowLogin with FacebookLogin with GoogleLogin with TwitterSign Up with FacebookSign up with
google or other optionsSign Up with GoogleSign Up with TwitterEmail is incorrectSign UpAlready
have an account? Log in hereClick on links below to watch:How to earn DM points?How to Redeem
DM points?By clicking Sign Up you agree to ourterms & conditions and you also agree to receive
updates from Desimartini & partner sites via email, SMS and other channelsThe movie is a satirical
take on the conditions of the armed forces of two countries, who suddenly find themselves engaged
in a warTopAt last Chandrani starts to love Bhola.PlayShare:{"id":40962,"type":"1","name":"Jai Baba
Bholenath","description":"Jai Baba Bholenath is the story of a village guy, Bhola (Amitava) who is a
devotee of Lord ShivaDownload Arundhati comes to know that her great-grandmother had prepared
a 'weapon' with her own bones and had kept it with the sagesWatch what happens when two
sexually starved husbands run away from their wives to the sinful islands of Thailand for fun
unlimited!!PlayShare:{"id":38932,"type":"1","name":"Be Careful","description":"Sameer Malhotra
(Rajneesh Duggall) and Anand Kapoor (Zaid Shaikh) are habitual flirts who believe that.","seokey":"m
ovies/watch-be-careful-online","key":"YJ5Jk6","m":true,"itemtext":"","genre":"Drama","mediatype":"1
","language":"Hindi","userstatus":"0","cliprights":"1","releasedate":"21 Oct
2011","showepisodeno":0,"seasonnumber":null,"duration":"1:29:39","castdata":"Rajneesh Duggal,
Tanisha Mukherjee, Kiran Rathod, Shiilpi Sharma, Zaid Shaikh, Asrani, Tiku Talsania, Sanjay Mishra,
Rajpal Yadav, Johnny Lever, Shakti Kapoor"}Haunted Child Hindi Horror2:12:12Haunted ChildHindi
HorrorDuration: 2:12:12Tanya comes from small town to big city to become a model e1977f8242
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